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INTRODUCTION 

There seems to be a trend in American high school choirs 

today to ignore or superficially treat the skills of sightsinging. 

With modern pressure to produce musical extravaganzas, the basic 

skills of sightsinging have been undermined and hidden behind a 

vast curtain of ignorance. Hany music education theorists have 

made proposals and have written books detailing the intricate 

learnings of reusic, but few authors have made the practical 

transition into the high school choir room. Through examination 

of the average high school choir experience of today, it can 

be stated that the majority of high school music teachers do not 

instruct their students in sightsinging skills. Whether this is 

a result of lack of materials, lack of skill, fear of trying 

something new, mismanagenent of priorities in the schools, or 

negligencE on the part of teachers, administrators, parents, or 

the community is a question that each individual must see1( the 

answer to in his own mind. 

r1uch of a choir's rehearsal time is wasted in attempts to 

teach a pi.ece of choral music by rote. The instructor usually 

plays, or has the accompanist play, each part of the choral piece 

on the riano. The students are expected to imitate the sounds 

as the piano is played simultaneously. The students eventually 

learn the music, but unless th~' have had some previous experience 

reading music, they are not actually reading the written notes. 

InsteRd, the students are merely singing by pitch memory or by 

ear. This is a valuable skill, but should not replace or be 
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mistaken for the essential skills of reading music. Lois Choksy 

says that \'le "confuse naming wi t1:1 understanding: words with 

functions. "I If we take her statement one ster- further, we can 

see that because students sing the correct melody does not 

necessarily mean th2t they are singing that melody because of 

what they see on the written page. 

Sightsinging skills facilitate both the teacher and the 

learner. The teacher can use the rehearsal time more effectivelv, 

spending more time on ot~er singing skills. The students are 

required to determine the correct rhythmic and melodic patterns 

through active intellectual processes. The students are 

discerning the notes for themselves, not depending on the 

teacher to figure out the music for them. The ot;,er situation 

of imitating piano sounds described earlier can be a frustrating, 

disa~pointing activity to students who wish to take a more 

active role in reading music and can be e'1ually frustrating and 

time-consuming to the teacher. The less musically-experienced 

students benefit greatly with sightsinging skills by developing 

a finer understanding of music instead of having to relv on the 

pianisi:, teacher, or other strong singers to shape their 

musical experiences. 

The human voice does not function in the same way as does 

a piano. Often, incorrect singing habits are indirectly en

couraged when stu'ents are required to sightsing with a piano 

and when the differences between the piano and the voice are not 

allowed for. The tuning and overtones of the piano are very 

different from those of the human voice and often serve to pit 

the piano against the voice rather th~n to enhance it. In long 
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term revie\v, the practical development of sightsinging skills 

will increase the speed of reading music, increase the under

standing of intervalic relationships, increase the understanding 

of rhythmic relationships, and serve to produce a stronger, well

rounded choir grounded in basic musical skills. 

Wit~ all of the drawbacks in our American high school choral 

music programs, we woul~ henefit greatly in searching for an 

alternative approach to the needs of our high school choral 

music students. Ue strongly need to re-evaluate the learnings of 

our choral music programs. One great music educator, Zoltan 

Kodaly, did this in his native country of rTungary. Kodaly re

structured the philosorhy of ~usic education allover the world. 

Kodaly's nusic instruction philosophy and methods have changed 

many ,.,rays in whic', problems in Americun music education have 

been approached. Perhaps the greatest problem to be faced now 

is how to teach music in high school to students who have never 

been instructed in the Kodaly concept of music education. 

In order to best serve the limitations of time and space, 

this paper will be restricted to the principles of Zoltan 

Kodaly and ot1'er music educators in agreement with his concepts. 

Kodaly's concerts in the field of music education are \vell

suited to the needs of basic high sc!!oul chora.1 :3i(J~\tsingin<J 

i n5 t. rue-,: i on. Even though much of Kodaly's educational Hork 

has been done in elementary schools, his work is relevant, 

indeed essential, to high school music instruction. This paper 

will be restricted to addressing high school music program 

needs. Although sightsinging is of the utmost value in all levels 

of music education, high school sightsinging has suffered neglect. 



After having considered the problems of high school choral 

music r:rograms in America, i.l further definition of ~vhat should 

be taught in such a program will be undertaken. Closer 

examination of Kodal~' anrl similar music instruction programs 

will be undertaken, including an analysis of :lOW pertinent 

this is to the situation in American high school programs. 

Next, some specific, practical suggestions of teChniques and 

methods, illustrating how such a program can be implemented)will 

be proposed. Finally, published choral music, which utilizes 

the suggested techni0ues and principles, will be suggested as 

appropriat!~ materials for sight singing • 
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Thus, the problem to be addressed is this: ~asic, essential 

skills of music, suc1:1 as i~hose of sightsinging, are being 

neglecte 1 today in our schools due to weaknesses in the education 

of our music teachers. This is resulting in music's being seen 

as a non-essential, entertainment field with no underlying skills 

being taW:(lt. By clarifying philosophic principles of music 

education, by suggesting practical techniques for utilization of 

these princirles, and by suggesting published cho ,-al Ii teratl1re 

to utilize both the principles and the technicrues, those 

choral music ed"cators who are reluctant to affect change, and 

their studentsjcan be aided in order to achieve a higher level 

of musical learning. 



PRINCIPLES 

The best way to deal with the problems of teaching the 

basics of note reading in the schools is to identify a philo

sophic basis on which to build tools anc; materials for 

learning. The music -:::1 education sys tern of Zol tan Kodaly 
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hus been one of the few systems to !'1a':e th~e practical transition 

from theory to practice with a great amount of success. There 

really is no Kodaly "method" but there are idec:ls, skills, tools, 

and materials which can be studied to understand better 

Zoltan Kodaly's ideals for music education. 

Zoltan Kodaly began his life in Kecskemet, Hungary, on 

December 16, 1882. His parents were Frigyes and Paulina Kodaly. 

His father was a railway mnn and found the need to move his 

family throughout Hungary as his job requi,"ed him to. Zoltan 

Kodaly was an observant man an~ an apt student. Composing 

music became an early source of promise for him. Kodaly saw 

the neen to recreate a lost musical heritage which he found 

lacking throughout Hungary. 

Seeking a vocation as a teacher, he studied English, 

French, and German. He also studied composition with the German 

Professor Janos Koessler. Kodaly became interested in Siever's 

researches in the music of language. Thus, he acquired a 

background which aided him in his study of folk music and in 

his compositions. 

In the earl v 1900' s, Kodal'r found a di sturbing occurence. 

He discove"ed an astonishingly poor achievement level in students 
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entering the highest school of music in Hungary. These students 

not only were unable to read and write music fluently, but 

they had very little association with their own heritage of 

Hungarian folk music. They grew up in an era just after 

the overthrow of the Austro-Hungarian er.1pire. This was 

a time in which music was heavily influenced by German and 

Viennese traditions. "Good" music belonged only to the elite. 

Kodaly felt a deep need to return to the Hungarian people 

their own heritage rich in folk songs and to return musical 

literacy. Lois Choksy, an American who has done much work in 

Hungary s·tudying Kodaly, makes this observation: IIr:odaly 

felt deeply that it must be his mission to give back to the 

people of Hungary their OHn musical heritage and to raise the 

level of musical literacy, not only in academy students but 

also in the population as a \"ho1e. II 2 

Kodaly was responsible for the re-organization of the 

teacher training program at the hcademy in Hungary. The required 

music training period for teachers was expanded from one-half 

year to three years and then to the present five year program. 

With more competent teachers in charge of students, Kodaly had 

a beginning for his restoration of musical literacy for his 

people. Thus began his interest in children's education. He 

began by exploring available material. 

Kodaly collaborated with his close friend, Bela Bartok, to 

collect and study the songs of the Hungarian people. They collected 

over l, 000 c~1ildren I s songs which were analyc~ed and published 

in the Corpus Husicae Popularis Hungaricae. This study of folk 

music is continued even today by the .hcademy of Sciences in 
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Budapest. Later, the folk songs became a central focus for 

material in the music education of children developed by I\:odaly. 

In Hungary, there are two types of grade schools, the 

General Primary Schools, and the Singi~g I'rimary Schools. In 

General Primary Schools, children receive two forty-five minute 

sessions of music and two hours of choir each week. Students 

are selected to attend the Singing Primary Schools after 

interviews with the staff. These students receive daily music 

instruction from teachers who have been trained at the Franz 

Liszt Academy of ~usic in Eudapest. Students from hoth schools 

are free to snend additional time in the Special l~usic Preparatory 

School. TIere, they are instructed in solfege, music reaCling and 

writing, and ear training. Children must learn these skills 

in order t:o be allmTed to study an instrument. The quality of 

music education in the Singing rrimary Schools is very hjgh and 

draws a great amount of interest from ~usic educators around the 

world. 

Hungary offers three types of secondary schools: General 

Secondary Schools, which are a conventional general education 

school; Vocational Secon0ary Schools, for training in skilled 

jobs; and the Special Secondary Schools of Fine ~rt, which 

include the Special Music 5econ~ary Schools. The General 

Secondary Schools offer intensive study in specific areas, 

inclu0ing music. The Seconrlary Schools of Fine Arts, or 

Conservatories, specialize in music and emphasize performance. 

On the college level of teac~er ~reparation, Hungary has 

Teacher Training Colleges for Singing and Music, which are 
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connected \'lith the Liszt }\cademy of Busic. Greater musicianship 

is required of teaching candidates than of the performance 

majors. The requirments for all those studying at the Academy 

are rigoro 1.1s. Teaching is seen as the most responsible job 

because teachers are liable for the futures of the country's 

youth. Kodaly expressed these thoughts: "It is much more 

important who is the music teacher in Kisvarda than who is the 

director of the opera house in Budapest because a poor director 

will fail. (Often, even a good one.) But a poor teacher may 

kill off the love of music for thirty years from thirty classes 

of pupils.,,3 

Many similarities can be draHn behleen the situation of 

school Music instruction in HunC}('1ry :Y~fore FO::';:ll~7' s infJ\vnc(:~ and 

;;1i·t~\ ;a-,jsic pro'j:caJils -; n ~\merican schools today. Many lessons 

can be learned through examination of the priorities, programs, 

and philosophy used as the basis for the Hungarian music 

programs. Perhaps this example can be used in order to create 

a better source of music instruction in America. 
n 

One of Kodaly' s main conce$ vias that music belong to 

everyone. The people should have the opportunity to share in 

their musical heritage through knowledge of it. Musical 

illiteracy hinders social and artistic development. ~ good 

system of music education in the schools aids in producing 

a well-rounded child who grows into an adult literate in music. 

Music is an indispensible part of human life and should be 

treated with equal importance, as other subjects in our schools 

are. Kodaly saw the need for music literacy in order to reach 
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the masses. To him, musical literacy meant being able to read 

and write music as fluently as one's own mother tongue. 

When Kodaly became interested in the education of children, 

he studied the ways in which children naturally learn music. 

By doing this, Ko~aly developed an approach of child-centered 

learning. ~'lhat students learn must be relevant to their 

experiences because a child cannot be expected to understand 

whC'lt he has not yet experienced. Lesson planning must :he 

logical and sequential to the manner in which children learn. 

Thus, children's songs became important because of the natural 

development of the songs ~."i th the development of the child's 

voice. The descending minor third (Sol-gi) is the first

learned interval and is prominent in many ctlildren's songs. 

The natural learning of the intervals comes in this order: 

Sol, ~i, La, 1\0, Sol Re, Dol(an octave above), Ti, and Fa. 

It seems logical that folk music be the natural starting place 

for childre~ in music. ~he alternative to the child-centered 

approach :is the subject-logic methocl, which tends to be more 

advant.ageous to the teacher in presenting material in a manner 

logical to the sUl:;ject »ut not logical always to the student. 

The importance of attaching a name to a musical idea is 

often confused with the perception of that idea. Kodaly-base~ 

lessons generally contain three levels of awareness. The first 

level introduces the child to a new experience. This new idea 

should be overt and obvious to the children as something new. 

It is important that students know why a skill is important and 

how it works. A point must be emphasized in order to make it 
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clear. The second level gives students chances to practice 

skills in many different contexts. The third and final process 

is that of labeling or naming the skill. 

The tonality of most children's songs is modal or pentatonic 

as opposed to major-minor. The diatonic sc~les are very 

difficult for children to sing because of the step-wise 

progression. Songs should be sought which are most natural 

for the child to sing. Consideration must be given to the 

limite:~ range of in-tune singing which a child can accomplish. 

Wi t'l very young students, this range is normally no greater than 

five or six notes. Skips are e~sier intervals for children 

to sing than major and minor seconds. Good keys for children's 

songs are D, Eb, and E. One other consideration for children's 

voices is that descending tones are generally easier for them 

to sing than ascending ones. 

Even though the example given here with the Kodaly approach 

is with the learning capabilities of young children, the same 

rrinciples hold true with older students. Success with music 

reading will be attained more easily if it is kept in mind how 

students learn and in what order they learn. The natural pro

gression of the Kodaly approach facilitates high school-aged 

students as well as elementary-aged students. 

The most important point to understand in the Kodaly 

sequence is that instruction begins at w"here the child is in 

terms of development. Only the hest is good enough for children. 

Therefore, children should receive the best instruction, the 

best teachers, and sing the best songs. The learning environment 



must be onl= of high quality. It should be such that honest 

responses from students can be made, thu~o respecting and 

valuing freedom. 

Teachers, too, helve needs ;:).nd changes tc l'e In.-:de -,.!hen 

beginning and using the Kodaly a~proach to music education. 

The music teacher must re-evaluate and re-think his approach 

to learning. The Kodaly method ~ay seem difficult at first, 

but the advantages far out-\veigh the beginning uncertainty. 

It ~Rkes much more patience to teach students in the old 
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method of learning music by ear. Using the relative Do system 

may seem disconcerting to those who are not accustQ.med to using 

it. 

One of the greatest teacher needs in Kodaly is that he be 

totally familiar with the method and materials. The teacher 

must learn the basic skills of the method and be able to imple

ment them in well-planned lessons with clearly defined goals. 

It may be difficult to re-construct lesson planning to be child

centered and in a sequence that would fit the child's natural 

development. 

Individual development and involvement of students should 

be encouraged since one of the basics of Kodaly's music educa

tion is that students learn by doing. This must be seen as 

students having an active role in learning rather than as having 

a passive role. The teaCher's ta~: should be such to stimulate 

a creative response from the students. This is whv it is 

important that students feel freedom to give honest responses 

in the classroom. 



Importance must 11p. <]i vej~ ;)y the -te:c;<:, l:~r too the introduction 

of new material. The primary presentation and first orientation 

of students with a_new idea must be obvious to students to be 

clear an('L_must come in a natural progression with student 

learning. Nhat is to be taught flows naturally from the musical 

materials, which are the songs. It is not always as important 

for students to name a thing as it is to understand it. Too 

often, naming is confused with understanding. Choksy addressed 

this problem in the previously-mentioned quote from The Kodaly 

Method. Care should be taken not to try to do too much too 

quickly with the students. It takes time for students to become 

totally familiar anrl comfortahle with an idea before they are 

ready to proceed to the next step. The teacher needs to think 

Gbout working with students from the subconscious level to the 

cognitive level. 
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The actual method is deceptively simple uron first inspection 

but is often difficult to implement. The voice is the primary 

instrument used because of its availability to all people. In 

accordance with the Kodaly_Choral Method, fercy Young makes 

these observations in the introduction: "In presenting the note-

group from which any of the melodies is built, the teacher should 

rely on th'9 voice alone. 1m instrument is not to be used. ,,4 

Also, singing is the best way to internalize musical understand

ing because the instrument is the actllal person. The student 

actuallv experiences creating music with his own natural instru-

mente This is why rate singing is used so much in the Kodaly 

method. This special kind of rote learning must move students 
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toward independant thO'lght an'l growth and does not rely on Jiano 

assistance. All !Iungarian chil(lren must first learn to read 

music by singing before they are allowed to study an instru

ment. This eliminates the problem of teaching sightreading 

later in the educational process. Reliance on keyboard 

instruments while singing is discouraged. Erzsebet Szonyi, 

one of the leaders in Hungarian music education, makes these 

observations about choral singing: "The tempered, or rather 

mis-tempered tonal degrees of the piano are unsuitable for 

aiding accurate and correct choral singing; it should neither 

be used for setting the pitch nor for accompaniment."S 

Other elements of the method include the importance of the 

skill of listening. Solmization is a key to effective melodic 

understanding and to the development of "inner hearing." 

Students must be able to both read and write the solfege 

syllables and eventually transpose them into staff notation. 

Rhythmic duration syllables are imnortant in students' unrler

standing of time relationships in music. The other two elements 

of the method are movement and improvisation which develop 

naturally from the music aw] from the freedom of the learning 

environment. :"fhen used effectively wi t~1 young students, this 

process eventually eliminates the problem of music reading 

described as a major problem in American choral music programs. 

The process can also be appropriate and beneficial to older 

students in learning music reading skills and can develop into 

a major necessity in the American high school choral music program. 

The actual tools of the Kodaly method include the French 
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system of solfege syllahles of moveable Do, the Curwen hand 

signs, and the El'ropcan rhythmic syllables. The first of these 

to be examined is the French solfege system of moveable Do. 

This system Wc'S oriqinate'" by the Italian, Guido d'Arezzo, in 

the 11th century. The moveable Do system was refinert to its 

present form in 1849 by John Weber in Switzerland. Sanclor 

Domokos and Gyula Forwath bro1;ght it to Hungary in 1875. The 

rel<.1ti ve, or moveable, solmization system has been found to 

encourage music reading that is much more secure an~ easy to 

learn. T~is is the most promising solution to the problem of 

note reading. "The aim of s01feggio is to erruir the pupil with 

such a mastery of music that he is able to transpose the visual 

image of the score almost automatically into the sound that he 

can sing; and, at the same time, to transcribe on paper the 

sounds that he hears.,,6 

Problems arise in schools where the absol'Ite systern of 

applying a fixed number or letter name to a note is used. 

Absolute letter names are not necessary for the beginning singer. 

When reading music, singers must create each note from within 

themselves which is a more difficult task than the instrument-

alist has in his sySTem of pre-set notes. Singers rely heavily 

uron soun~ associations. 

With the relative solmization system, the stuoent need only 

learn one set of syllables which have the same intervalic rela

tionships in all major keys. Transposition is easy when ap

proached in this way. A student of Kodaly and an educator in 

Hungary, Jeno Adam observes: "He (the singer) is able, within 
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the range of his voice, to sing a melody familiar to him in 

any key, without any special practice. In this case, trans-

position is not a question of training or special technique 

but rather of musical memory. This is significant, for it 

f 
. 7 means that absolute letter names are unnecessary or a slnger." 

The only thing needed to be established is the location of the 

tonic. All the other syllables can be founJ from t~eir rela-

tionshin in distance from the tonic. Th'1 s, Do, Re, Hi, Fa, 

Sol, La, and Ti are the same ctistances from each ot~er in all 

keys. Perhaps the absolute system is better-suitert to instru-

mentalists who req1 ire the association of the written symbols 

with the corresponding muscular responses. Singers are 

different in their needs. 

Sightsinging depends upon the recognition of nelodic 

steps and their exact intonation. The staff does not always 

indicate the exact intervalic relationship and intonation. 

It is muc"'l better to use a general ized systen for note reading 

in which the half-steps occur in the same places in all major 

scales. (The hal f·· step between .I>:i ani F a an·~ the hal f- step 

between Ti and Do) The tonic Do remains the same in all major 

scales. In minor scales, La is always the tonic. The singer 

does not need to think in terms of sharps and flats. lIe only 

does so to estahlish the location of the tonic. The relative 

or moveable Do system can also be relate~ to modes an~ pent-

atonic scales. Do-centered, or major sounding, modes are the 

Ionian, Lydian (contains a raised Fa), and the ~ixoly~ian 

(contains a lowered Ti). The La-centered, or minor sounding, 
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modes are the Aeolian, Dorian (contains a raise~ Fa), and the 

Phrygian (contains a lowered Ti). 

The use of the Do clefl~, establishes the location of Do 

visually. It is important to reme~her the aural estahlishment 

of the tonic as welJ, especially ,·lit1., young children \·:ho ,·,ill 

not be receding notes from a sti1ff yet. The position of ;:)0 is 

relevant and provides great adaptability. This does not hinder 

the learning of absolute pitch names esnecially when the tonic 

has an established pitch name. Thus, t',e value of the movea;Jle 

Do system is indispensahle in teaching sightsinging skills 

with ease and in assisting students with their musical develop-

mente 

The hand signals developed by John Curwen (1816-1880) are 

important in the use of the relative Do system especially \,Then 

singing away from the staff. Each hand sign represents the 

character of each tone of the scale. 

Do--solidarity, steady 
Re--cncouragement for motion 
Ni--tranquility 
Fa--discouragement 
Sol--cleanliness, good health 
La--sadness 8 
Ti--light, clear 

The hand signals are a visual representation of the high-low 

relationship of the notes. It is important not only to give 

the hand signs, but also their appropriate height levels. The 

teacher should be proficient in the Curwen hand ~igns with both 

hands. (See Figure 1) 

The Frenchman, Cheve, developed a rhythmic solmization 
( 

system originally for the pubose of teachin':j the French middle 
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9 The Curwen Hand Signals 
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class. The basic unit of rhythm is the "ta" which is eqnivalent 

in duration to the quarter note). The next smallest duration is 

the ttti-ti If equi val ent -t:o th'O 

depicted as ) J .. J> and 

ti-ri". The synconated rhythm WJ11i be 

sounded If syn-co-pa". fl. trirlet would 

read "ti-ri 

be re?d as "tre-o-Ia". Thus, the c1uration of the notes is 

expressed in the syllables, not in their absolute names. Ti.ests 

are taught as heats of silence. Genernlly, rllythT'f1 is written 

,;li thout noteheads exs:ept in the cases of hal f anc1 whole notes. 

'I'his simplifies the \vritten note symbols anri ai(ls in speed of 

rhythmic notation. Thus, t~1e quarter note wOl1l l arrear I and 
+a.. 

eighth notes r-l . 
tr 11 

The basics of rhythmic re~ding are better understood by the 

students when they are orally reading the duration of the note. 

Stndents \'dll spenk, hear, an,i feel the nat 1lematical duration of 

the notes an~ their relationshin to one another in time an~ space. 

The traditional rhythmic names, such as "quarter note" and 

"eighth note", give no indication of the note's duration. It 

should be nade clear at this point that "ti" or "ta" is not 

taught as the note's name, but as its sound. This diverts later 

complications when the traditional rhythmic names are introduced. 

The Cheve system simplifies rhythmic reartin~ and aids sigl1t-

reading ability. 

The materials for implementation of the tools described 

above are folk mUSic, good composed music, an0 children's games 

and dances. Kodaly saw folk songs as the beginning ground for 

natur~l music instruction. The progression fro~ original folk 
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music to art music can be comp2red to the progression from 

child to adult. Children I'11'st proceed naturally from a 

famili:lr g'rounding in music of their mm to a r:lOre intellectual 

variety. Children's games are a logical source for combining 

movement, singing, and enjoym'nt to aid children in musical 

understanC.ing. Roun~s, canons, and ~artner sonqs are also 

likely places to begin wit') children. Children ~eserve only 

the best music and should be protectef'l frorr "bad" music. By 

good composed music, Koealy meant music of gn?,·,t, recoqnizec1 

composers such as t',ose from the JJaroque, Classical, and 

Romantic periods. 

Part of the Kodaly philosophy of music education involves 

singing with others. The use of Kodaly in choirs can e~courage 

a child to use his voice as an effective me-ns to express music. 

The Kodal'; concept offers the choir teacher a logical progression 

in which to teach musical skills. Sightsinging ability is bl~ilt 

into the system and is a natural method to help students toward 

musical understanding. The Kodalv approa~h also allows choir 

students to free themselves from a dependence on keyboard 

assistance. "Instru:-:tion of choi rs shoul') not reI '/ on prompting 

from the keyboard, ]'ut choristers shoul,l be taught to read 

9 music themselves." Unfortuna.tel v, too milny choir teachers 

today do not realize this very importzmt fact. 

In her book, The Kodaly Method, Choksy describes many 

problems of adapting the Kodaly system of music education in 

modern ~merican schools. Sc~ool organization inhibits the 

import;-mce of music education i r our schools. f'.1usic must be 
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treated on an equal level with math, science, ~nglish, and 

other sub~!ects. .An iri1fortant point whicr; has been neglected 

in the set:-up of American mu::;ic :rrograms is that music needs 

to be eX['E!rienced daily. '"lith all the rressure today to make 

budget cuts, it is 2 great misfortune t~at music is seen as an 

extravagance which can easily be done a'\..ray tid tho Through 

greater music educ:::tion, Choksy recomrnen:led that we make a place 

for music by musically educating the future leaders and ad

ministrators in our sc~ools. One financial benefit of the 

Kodaly system is that it re'-.-uires no specie:> 1 or costly equip

ment, thereby making it very economical. 

lmo her great dra\-Jbark in teaching Kodaly in the United 

States is the diverse cultural backgrounds of the Americ0n 

people. '}'11e American population is so mobile and com~'lex that 

we have no common heritage. Traditionally, the United States 

has been a hav~n for many races, cultures, creeds, and religions. 

We have not succeeded in assimilating everyone into one mold. 

Indee', there is redSOD to ques:::'ion whether we sho"l" try to 

assimil te our population at all. Choksy advises that the 

teacher use the musical heritage of the students in his/her 

cl2ss when teaching music. 

The mobility of the American peorle i~ a problem in itself. 

Children are con3trlntly moving in and out of schools. Problems 

arise for new students who have never been instructed in Kodaly 

before. Choksy suggested regrouping students across grade lines 

and implementing a "buddy" system to help nei-l students catch up. 

This also brings up the probl~m of curriculum similaritv 
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among schools. The Kodalv concept re~u~res almost a state or 

country-,,,ide adaptation of one music eriucation system. Continuity 

from one grade to another is an important aspect in the educa

tion of students. Choksy believes that students are better off 

having had some experiences in Kodalv than never having had 

any at aLL. 

There is a great need for proper and adequate teacher 

training in this country. Teachers do not have adequate training 

in Kodaly skills, which is essential if they are to utilize the 

method properly. Respect for the teaching profession must 

be restore~ and teachers must accept more responsibility for 

the quali1:y of education that they give to students. Teaching 

is a profession and must be treated as such with teachers 

receiving training in appropriate skills. 

Many problems arise with the nature of modern American 

students. Students have been trained by television, by schools, 

and by society to expect to be entertained in the classroom. 

Students need motivation to become involved in the active 

processes of learning employed in Kod3ly. The rop-rock pheno

menon must: be questioned in American school curriculum. Choksy 

suggests that as a source of entertainment and fun, it can be 

appropriat:e, but pop and rock music hiive not yet been used 

effectively as teaching material for basics in music. 

The approach to lea~ning can be as important as the materials 

to be taught. Kodaly advocated a child-centered approach, based 

upon the natural progression of learning that a child goes 

through. The tools used to implement the skills are relative 

or moveable solmization, Curwen hand signs, and the rhythm 
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syllables. Materials include folk songs, children 1 s games, and 

good composed music. Techniques that can be used to implement 

the skills include echo clapping,:echo singing, games, and clapping 

and tapping rhythms. The teacher must be comfortable with the 

teaching method and have well-planned lessons an::1 goals. Only 

the best is good enough for students and our music ay;rroach 

should reflect this attitude. 

The problems of American choral music programs are grent, 

but certainly not impossible to overcome. The place to begin 

is with the improvement of instruction in the basic skills of 

sightsinging. Many educated experts have made suggestions for 

possible solutions, but Kodaly 1 s philosophy and techniques have 

proven to be quite logical, natural to the learning processes 

of the child, and practical in terms of classroom adaptability. 

The tools of the method, such as the moveable Do system of 

solfege and-:the rhythm syllables, are based upon this same 

natural, logical approach to learning. Every aspect of the 

system, including the selection of music, reflects this same 

philosophy. \llith such sound thinking behind the method, it 

is truly remarkable that Kodaly's techniques have not been 

taught and used more extensively througho~t our choral music 

progrill1::. Tre ne;~t .stc:p to\var~-'! aiding thi s situation is to 

generate ideas for helping teachers apply these techniques 

in a high school class situation. 
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To summarize the previous sections of this paper, it can 

be generally stated that high school choral music should be 

taught under general principles that govern classroom learning. 

These principles are often misunderstood or forgotter' i~ the 

daily pressures of the music teacher. For eRsy reference and 

for clarity, a re-statement of high school choral music 

sightsinging guidelines is necessary. The following items are 

most ay:::pror:riate for instruction of hiq~l. sC~lOol-:;(fCl students. 

1. The se~':. cree of the n;::>teri<Jl s rl!"ese, ___ -ted to students 

must be from simple to difficult. Skills must be broken down 

into their most :)asic forms. Occasionally. a more difficult 

concept may be introduced in order to present a challenge for 

students. 

2. High school students will understand more of the 

"naming" process. 

3. Daily repetition of the basic skills is essential. 

4. reriodic review of more complex skills is necessary. 

5. It is very important for the teacher not to figure out 

exercises for students or to play or sing musical passages for 

students Hhen they ;::re sightrecic1.ing. r atiencrc> must be exercised. 

Students will read the music if they ~re given an adequate 

chance. 

6. Do not use the piano when asking students to sightsing. 

7. Establishment of the tonal center and of the key is 
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very important when students are sightsinging. 

S~UI~.!nt~ concentrate on a pitch before they attempt to sing it. 

An unaccompanied pitch cannot be sung accurately unless the 

person has the pitch in mind beforehand. If he is being 

assisted by the piano, the ritch may not be accurate in terms 

of intonat.ion. 

9. The teacher should attempt to build knowledge in a 

student-logical progression. Sometimes students will give a 

teacher clues to what t~ey are re~dv to le~rn next. 

10. ~~sic is the main source of sightsinging instruction. 

Teach t~e skills that are related to the music that students 

are singing. otherwise, students may not understand the rele

vance of the skills. 

11. Challenge students with neF things. Students probably 

will not learn a skill unless you ask them to. If you take the 

initiative of asking students to learn, you at least have a 

better chance for them to learn it. 

12. Incorporate a little hit of theory each d~y or each 

wee~ as part of the lesson. In choir, do some theory as part 

of the warm-up process or as an alternative to singing all hour. 

It really does not take too much time, ann students will not mind, 

especially when it is given to the~ a little bit at a tine. 

Music not only involves the physical asnects, but also mental 

ones. 

13. Encourage visual, aural, Clnd oral learning develoDment. 

Students will need to visually recognize ~usical symhols, hear 



what they are singing an!'; ,'hat others are singing (thereby 

developing listening skill), an~_students will also need to 

verbalize somewh~t Rbout what they hear, see, anrl sing. 

14. Individual, small group, an~ large group singing is 

important to the musical education of the student. 
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15. Musical independence builds confidence in sightsinging 

ability and self-reliance. 

16. Rhythm can and should be associated with movement. 

Choreography shoulrl enhance melodic line and rhythm, not inter

fere ,'lith it. 

17. Encourage proper voice '.lsage _"hen sightsinging, warming

up, singing, and rloing any other activitv involving the voice. 

18. r<usic of good qual i ty shouYl be selected. (Only the 

hest is good enough for the child.> Vusic shoul also serve 

some pedagogical purpose. 

19. Try to select music that limits the use of the riano 

as accomponiment to singing. Unaccompanied music is best for the 

development of sightsinging skills ber.anse it requires students 

to rely on their own hearing and because it ·~oes not interfere 

with tone production. Today, it may be impractical to eliminate 

the use of piano as accompaniment because of its convenience 

and neca'lse of the vast assortment of m"sic t:lat is published 

which nffers piano accompaniment only. Care should be exercised 

in judging the value of choral rmsic uith piano accompaniment. 

It sho ll.ld serve to enhance the voices, not detract from them. 
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Skills 

Basic skills of music are essential to musical understand

ing. The following is a list of skills relevant to sightsinging 

development. These have been broken down into two categories-

melodic skills and rhythmic skills. Following this list is a 

more det~iled description of the essential tasks approrriate 

for high school students in choral music and suggestions for 

the implementation of these skills. 

Helodic Skills 

1. Solfege syllables 

2. Cllrwen hand signals 

3. Notes on the staff 

4. Note names 

5. Key signatures 

6. Clefs 

7. Intervals 

8. Tonic triad 

9. Triads 

10. vlhole-step, hal f-step 

11. Scales 

12. Hodes 

13. Accidentals 

14. Scale degrees 

15. Chords 

16. Melodic dictation 
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Rhythmic Skills 

1. Beat-pulse 

2. Heter 

3. Rhythmic duration syl10bles 

4. Traditional rhythmic names and symbols 

5. Rests 

6. l\.ccents 

7. Downbeat 

8. Meter Signature 

9. Measures and bar lines 

10. Subdivision 

11. Triplets 

12. Syncopation 

13. Ties 

14. Rhythmic aictation 
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Melodic Skills 

1. Solfege syllahles--A form of student handbook with the 

syllables in it woul~ be a helpful reference for each student to 

have. The teacher will introduce solfege syllables anrt incorpor-

ate them whenever students are reading music. Students can be 

asked to sightsing music by using the solfege syllables either 

by reading each voice part separately, or by having all voice 

parts sing simultaneously in solfege. Remember to go slowly and 

to allow students to read the music themselves. The learning of 

the syllables can be reinforced with the use of exercises such 

as singing thirds and scales in solfege. 

2. Curwen hand signals--These are to be used in conjunction 

wi th 1:he syllables ':7hen practicing exercises in solfege and when 

reading music. The hand signals serve two purposes in aiding 

music reading. The first is to give a physical representation 

of thr-, pitch without using a vlri tten symbol. The second rurpose 

is to relate the approximate high or low position of the ritch 

in accordance to the location of the hand in terms of height level 

as the signals are given. The teacher may use the hand signals 

\'lhen students are learr'.ing to sightsing. A game can be played 

in which the students follow the hand signals and sing the melody 

the teacher is communicating to them without the teacher ever 

having to sing a note. 

3. Notes on the staff--It is important for students to re

cognize the printed symbols for music on the written page when 

they are reading music. Students should be encouraged to think in 

terms of syllable an~ intervalic relationshirs, notin absolute 

pitch or note names. 
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4. Note names--This skill is minimized in the use of the 

relative Do system. It is necessary for stud~nts to understand 

wh2t the note names are and how they are used. Note names can 

be used when identifying key signatures and in locating Do on 

the staff. 

5. Key signatures--This skill is important so that students 

will be a~':,le to find the tonal center when reading mus ic. This 

skill can be simplified by explaining it in solfege terms. The 

sharp farthest to the right is Ti. The flat farthest to the 

right is Fa. This will give students a reference point from 

which to start singing. 

6. Clefs--This can be important when identifying note 

names and when locatinq voice parts. If learned by the names 

of G clef, F clef, and C clef, they will help students locate 

the note names for the pitches. 

7. Intervals--This skill is of the utmost importance to 

aid students in sightsinging ability. Students must understand 

the relationships among notes in a melodic line and the relation-

shirs among different voice parts harmonicaJly. This skill 

become~ necessary in the skil! of ~elodic dictation. Intervals 

can be practiced in the exercises descril)e~ in the next secion. 

(thirds, scales, and intervals) 

8. Tonic triad--The tonic triad is important because of 

its use as the basis for much of our traditional, tonal music. 

St d t t . . t . I" D . I 1 u en scan prDc lce exerClses u 1 lzlng 0-1--11-S0 -Do in 

various combinations to reinforce the learning of the tonic 

triad so that it can be recognized later in music. 
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9. ~riads--Triads should be learned for their importance 

in melodic and harmonic understanding as well as for their 

importance in chordal structure. Triads should be learned in 

their major, minor, diminished, augmented, and inverted forms. 

Understanding of triads is based upon the understanding of 

major and minor thirds in intervalic relationshirs. 

10. Whole-step and half-step--This skill is important in 

the eventual understanding of accidentals and scales. The 

major and minor seconds are t~le two most difficult intervals 

to sing accurately. High school students should be able to 

sing these and should practice whole-step scales as well as 

half-ster scales. 

11. Scales--A significant influence on Western music has 

been the major scale. The practice and learning of major and 

minor scales cannot be ignored in the education of high school 

choral music students. Students should understand the con-

struction of the scales in terD.S of loc2tion of whole and half

steps and in terms of intcrvalic relationships. The scales 

can be taught in solfege terms by stating that major scales are 

Do-centered and minor scales are La-ce~tered. This simple 

rule elimlnates complicated memorization an~ instruction. 

12. ~~odes--r'odal music will be encountered by all music 

students and should be covered in the high school curriculum. 

These can be taught as Do-centered and La-centered much the 

same way as major and minor scales can be taught. Major or 

Do-centered moc:.es are the Ionian, Ly,~ian (contains a raised Fa), 

and the Mixolydian (contains a lowered Ti). The minor or La-
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centered modes are the Aeolian, Dorian (contains a raised Fa), 

anc3 the Phrygian (contains a lowered Ti). 

13. Accidentals--Accidentnls, which are half-step alterations, 

require special alterations of the solfege syllables. lihen 

raised a half-step, Do becomes Di, Re becomes Ri, etc. The "i" 

is pronounced as a long "e". The long "e" soun(; is brighter 

and more forward in the mouth leading one to believe that it 

has a sharp or raised pitch. To indicate a pitch that is a 

half-step lm'ler, the syllables are al tered vlith the letter "e" 

which is pronounced as a long "a". Thus, Hi and Ti become LYle 

and Te when lowered a half-step. The long "a" sound indicates 

a lowered pitch and is darker in character and further hack in 

the mout.h than the "e" sounc1 • 

14. Scale degrees--This skill "Jill have importance in 

building chords based on the scales. Understanding of the 

triads and their sequence in the major a 11("1 minor scales should 

he ,Jiscussed. 

15. Chords--Understanding of chordal structure is important 

to students' knowledge of harmony. Chords c~n be explained in 

their relationship to triads with various alterations and in

versions. 

16. Melodic dictation--Fart of a complete musical education 

requires that students be able to write what they hear. The 

process can be simplified by giving students a lirnite~ choice 

of syllables to work with when they are asked to take melodic 

dictation. Gradually give then more choices until they can 

incorporate the entire major scale. Once they have mastered the 
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major scale, students can work in the minor scales and the modes. 

Further examples of types of melodic dictation will be given in 

the next section on exercises. 

--_ .... _---._-------_. 
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Rhythmic Skills 

1. neat-pulse--Steady beat is the un~erlying foundation of 

rhythm in music. This verv simple skill should not be forgotten. 

Steady beat, or pulse, can be associuted ~.,i t'1 movement both 

theoretically and in actual physical movement as in dance. It 

is necessary for steady beat to become internalized with the 

learner so that he will have a basis upon vhic'1 to build nore 

complex rhythmic skills. This can be practice,~ in echo clapping 

and by students silontly beating rests. Attention should be 

given to foot-tapping and other suc', activities \vhich may take 

the place of the actual feeling and internalization of beat. 

2. Heter--Students should be a:)le to distinquish between 

duple and triple meters. An understanding of meter is neces~ary 

before students can be expected to understund more complex 

meters and rhythms. 

3. Rhythmic duration syll~]11es--Rhythmic duration syll~bles 

accomplish just what their name implies. They exrress the 

duration of a note by the character ;::::nd duration of the sylla.bles. 

This is similar in function to the s~lfege syllables. The 

names of rhythmic notes, such as quarter note, do not indicate 

the length that the note is su.stained. "Ta" is the sound given 

to the quarter note to indicate more precisely its duration. 

Rhythmic duration syllables can be employed in echo clapping 

and rhythmic reading exercises. Any difficult passages in 

music that. the students are ,'lorking on can be \vorked out by 

these mear..s. 

4. Traditional rhvthmic names and symbols--Rhythmic names 
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indicate the actual name of the rhythmic note, such as quarter 

note, half note, eighth note, etc. Symbols indicate their 

actual written irna~es. ~lis can b8 simplified in rhythmic 

dictation and rhythr1ic exercises b'r notating the note stems 

only, except in the cases of half and whole notes. Traditional 

rhythmic names are important in identifying metet signature. 

i\gain, naming is not as important as understandinq, just as it 

was with nelodic note names. 

5. Rests-- i'S discussed .vi th beat and pulse, rests have 

their own internalized rhythmic duration. Rests can be taught 

as beats of silence, realizing that rests have a spatial time 

element. Rests and silence do exist in the sequence of time 

and can bE~ me,-:sure(l. Iulse and beat still exist within a rest. 

~ hccents--Discussed in a rhvth~ic context, accent is a 

stresse" beat or fr;lction of a beat. It is important that 

students are a')le to distinquish whic~l beats are emphasized and 

which are not. This is essential to other musical and rhythmic 

skill s such ()S meter, dovln'eat, and me;:sures. 

7. Dovnbe -,t--'''he first beat of a measure is importlnt in 

rhythmic reading because so much of our traditional music has 

meter which has the accent on the first beat of every measure. 

Understanding the downb-"at is also important in realizing why 

the conducting patterns are constructed as they are so that 

the singer will be able to follow the conductor. 

8. Meter signature--Students should be able to locate and 

underst2nd the f 11nctions of both numbers in the meter signature. 

Students obviously rust have this knowlG~ge hefore they ~an 
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accurately read a metered rhythm. To help students remember 

how the time signature works, the denominator of the signature 

may be shown as an actual quarter note in the exa~ple of ~ time 

<r> or as an eighth note in the example of § time <;>. 
9. Measures and bar lines--Bar lines serve to divide 

rhythms into measured units. An understanding of the functions 

of measures and bar lines is obviously necessary. 

10. Subdivision--Subdivision helps students understand 

rhythms by allowing rhythms to be divided into smaller note 

values for analysis. For example, the quarter note can be 

divided into two eighth notes or four sixteenth notes so that 

students can understand the mathematical breakdown of a rhythmic 

passage. This can also be used when students are studying 

_ dotted notes. For instance, a dotted quarter note is equal 

in time value to three eighth notes. 

11. Triplets--Triplets and other groupings such as five 

against one, seven against one, or three against two can be 

depicted as subdivisions of uneven numbers. The beat remains 

the same, but the number of notes that occur on that beat is in 

an uneven number. 

12. Syncopation--Syncopation is a rhythmic pattern in 

which the placement of the accent is changed so that it does 

not fall where it is expected to. Dotted notes or tied notes 

are frequ€,ntly used in syncopations. Subdivision can be useful 

in breaking down a complex pattern so that students may better 

understand it. 

13. Ties--Students need to understand what ties look like 
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and what their function is. It must be remembered th~t tied 

notes are difficult to take down in rhythmic dictation. It 

may be best conveyed in rhythmic dictation when a tied note 

occurs in order to connect two notes that are separated by a 

bar line. This changes the expected accent on the do~'nbeat to 

another beat or fraction of a beat. 

14. Rhythmic dictation--Rhythmic dictation is essential 

to a_c9tnplete musical education just as melodic dictation is. 

Students need to work from simple to comFlex. Echo clapping 

can prepare students for dictation exercises by requiring them 

to pay close attention to a rhythmic pattern, remember it, and 

repeat it accurately. Dictation takes the process one step 

further bv asking students to write what they hear. A simple 

way to begin rhythmic dictation is to have students recognize 

upon which beats the sounds occur. Move from this into more 

challenging exercises such as asking students to write ~own 

the rhythnic note values. In order to make this easier, students 

should be req;' ired to \'.'ri te only the stems of the notes since 

the note heads are unnecesary except in the cases of half 

and whole notes. This will be explained further in the fol101"'

ing section on exercises. 
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Exercises 

~,~any musical exercises afford valuable opportunities for 

teachers and students to utilize the skills of music in a 

logical order. Care must be taken by the instructor to present 

exercises and drills in a natural, logical, and interesting 

manner which is also in occordance with the guid~lines of 

teaching sightsinging whicll have been descri l)ed in this parer. 

Some af these exercises and suggestions follow: 

I. ~~hirds--Learning of solfege syllables can 'le accomplish-

ed through daily use of the syllables in various exercises. This 

exercise a.lso serves another purpose by reinforcing the major 

and minor third intervals found in the major scale. This ex-

ercise (and all the eYercises here) sho~.lld be sung in a com-

fortahle range for students. Unchanged voices shoul0 sing an 

octave lower or wherever it is comfortable for them to sing. 

All of these exercises should be done without the use of the 

piano. The thirds should be sung while students are using the 

Curwen hand signals and should be sung without assist0nce. Using 

the C scale to illustrate, the exercise should be sung as follO\.,s: 

(Keep in mind that students ~o not need to see the exercise writ-

ten on the st~ff as it is ~!ritten here to illustrate the execution 

of the exercise.) 

Ascending 
Pattern 

Descending 
Pattern 

~ 1 £[fJYILJ)fjL~tJ-tl f-!-l r I 
- Do M1 Re Fa P1 Sol Fa La Sol T1 La Do ~1 Re Do 

~ J j~ ~ t: --I~ L-=¥<Jt= It-J-fQ1-~Jll-l j 
Do La Ti Sol La Fa Sol Mi Fa Re Mi Do Re Ti Do 
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II. Scales--Different rhythms can be used when singing 

scales in syllables. The class can be separnted into groups, 

or studen ':s can sing individually, in duets, tri os, or other 

small groups \vhen incorporating this exercise. The same method 

can be USE:ld with other exercises as well to encourage musical 

independence. Students Tdill be asked to sing the major scale 

in a s~ecific rhythmic pattern singing one syllable per rhythmic 

note. All that students need to be giver is the rhythmic 

pattern. Example: I J, ) j j I Group, or student, h \vill sing 

the major scale using the syllables, following the rhythmic 

pattern prescibed above repeatinq it as neces3ary while singing 

the ascending then the descending scale. Group, or student, B 

will simultaneously sing with group A the major scale beginning 

with the descending scale and then the ascending scale. In order 

to accomplish this, the beat must be kept steady throughout the 

exercise. The exercise will then sound like this: 

~ _1 
n 

L :L I ~ 1 J ~ - tI!!_ ~- .. j I I 
LUI _lA oJ • , I r .. .J. I A. 
'" 1. ~ .,- .I. 

" -+- • , 
Do 

I 

Tl Sol Mi Re -.!I)'c Do Re Hi Fa Sol La Ti Do La Fa 
1 ~ 

B. .~ 
r -. I I -' II ---r--::E:: L ..J.- ~ 1 ~ l ~ ..J. •• r-
~ 

.., . - I I a • ~ 

• I 1. • ~ ~. , .... I, I 
~ , Do Tl La Sol Fa Ml Re Do Do Re ~l Fa Sol La Tl Do 

Students may also sing the same exercise but sing different 

rhythmic patterns simultaneously. 

Example: I. I d J J I 
II. I J J j , 
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Group, or student, A will begin at numeral I. and proceed to II., 

repeating the I. II. se1uence as necessary for the completion of 

the ascending and descending scales. Group, or student, B will 

begin at numeral II. and proceed to I., repeating the II. I. 

pattern as necessary. Thus, the exercise will sound as follows: 
I. II. I. II. I. 

,-- I I I t l . 
A t ~ • ,- I .l. 

I ~A ..I ~ r- • oJ 
A. 

\,11 ~ _c;,1_ -' 
c ~; 41 -- Tli 

., 
-& 

ReI Mi Fa Sol La Do Do Ti La c 11 Fa Hi Re Do 1.:,,0 

I I --.II- I 
. ---

B. ... I c oJ V 
~ - • -\. '1 I ___ ~ ____ ..L .. ... ~'----:=-tl ._---J---'--- ._-I J,. -c Re ~o J 0 Re Vi Fa Sol ..,.,' Do Do ,1 I,a Sol Fa !--'i La " 1 

L L-________ ~~ 1~ __________ ~1 ~l ________ ~~ ~\ ________ ~ 

II. 1 .. - II. I. II. 

Scales can be used to teach the solfege syllables and the Curwen 

hand signs, as well as differences between major and minor scales, 

and modes. Many other variations of these exercises are possible. 

The teacher will make the learning process more interesting to 

students by trying new and different things. 

III. Intervals--Intervals can be taught by having students 

sing the intervals in the major scale, singing the interval 

names and the syllable names or note names. This exercise can 

be used to teach note names or to reinforce the learning of the 

solfege syllables. Csing the C major scale to demonstrate, 

students will actually sing the following exercise. Again, 

keep in mind that students need not see the exercise written 

out as it appears here. It is a matter of convenience in 

explainin<2r the rhythm and melody of the exercise that t'-,e 

exercise is depicted this way here. 
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Illl~ 
\I.J 

t Do-Re MaJor Second Do-N1 MaJor Th1rd Do-Fa Perfect Fourth 
(C-D) (t:-E) (C-F) 

n J IFWlj F 1:ffi41F1JCJ1I 
Do-Sol Perfect Do-La Major Sixth Do-Ti Major Do-Do Ierfect 

(C-G) Fifth (C-li) (c-'~) Seventh (C-C) Octave 

Later, students can b0tter understand and visualize t~e spatial 

relationshir of the intervals on the staff. }\n illustration 

such as the following one may be need so that students can 

sing the exercise while seeing the written expression of the 

intervals on the blackboar0. students need to see the space 

relationship, not the rhythmic patter,. A simple illustration 

will work best. 

t:-o e~ oE c> II d ~ e 
-& -So -6- -eo- -9- -e-

Do Re Do ~I' .1 Do Fa Do Sol Do La Do Ti Do Do 
1-12 M3 P4 P5 H6 r-17 P8 

The interval exercise may lead naturally into discussion of the 

construction of the major scale and later to minor scales and 

then to modes. 

IV. Triads--Students can learn triads as the basis for 

later work on chord structures. Triads can be sung in arpeggios 

as an exercise, or may be sung by grou~s, trios, or quartets as 

a chonl. Students can sing triads of the major scale \vhich 

illustratE!S the construction of m~jor, minor, and diminished 

triads. Augmente~ triads can also be discussed, but do not 



appear in the major scale degrees. 

~ 1 § f § f ~ j s 
f 
~ I 

§ 
~ 

Sol La Ti Do Re Ni Fa Sol 
Ni Fa Sol La Ti Do Re r.'li 
Do Re r.1i Fa Sol La Ti Do 

I ii iii IV V vi vii VIII 

These may be sung by the entire group, by duets, trios, quartets, 

or in~ividually in chord form or as arpeggios, one after the 

other. (Example: Do, Mi, Sol, Re, Fa, La, Mi, Sol, Ti, Fa, 

La Do etc) Thl."s can also lead into discussion of chord , , -. 
progressions in music. 

V. Melodic dictation--In order to develop the skills of 

writir.g music fluently, start simply. The following method is 

one \T?y to simplify the matter of melodic 0ictation. This 

metho~ gives stu~ents a lirrite~ choice and a pre-written scale 

in solfege to follow. All that the sturtent ~ust (10 is cjrcle 

thp arpropriate syllable. This eliminate~ the student's need 

to choose from the entire realm of note possibilities and also 

eliminates the need to write down material which may distract 

him from listening to the exercise. The system allows the 

student to see the spatial relationship of the syllables at 

all times. The scale can be added to or subtracted from as 

needed in order to accommodate more complex or simpler passages. 

It may be necessar';7 in the beginning to offer students only 

two choices. In this exercise the student has heard the 

sequence Sol Mi Sol Sol Mi and has circled the appropriate 

letters. 
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Example: @s@@s 
M ® M M @ 

Remenber to follow the natural progression of learning the 

intervals: 501 Mi La Do 501 Re Dol Ti and Fa. The next 

sample exercise has more syllables involved in the scale. 

The student has heard the tones in the sequence of 501 lli 

La 501 Mi Do and has circled the correct syllables. 

Example: L LG)®L L 
® 5 5 5 5 5 

H ® 1-i 1-i @ H 

D D D D DG) 

5paces have been left bet\'1een the syllables where a syllable 

is missing. Later, these will he adde,l as they are learned. 

This system of melodic dictation will eventually lead to 

adapting the solfege scale to the written staff. 

Students will need time to ~ractice the intervals and to 

feel comfortable and confident at each stage of development. 

1\110,'1 adequate practice time and do not move too quickly. :"~h!ays 

remember to establish the tonal center of the exercise before 

any melodic dictation is given. 

VI. Rhythmic dictation--The place to begin instruction 

in rhythm is 'i.;-ith the understanding of stertdy beat and with 

the understanding of meter. Stu0ents will then need to deter-

mine upon which heats sounds occur and upon which there is 

silence. For simplicity I s sake, rhvtllm should be taught 

separatelv from melody at first. In rhvthmic dictation, 

students need only to work with the rhythm, not the melody. 

Try to devise some way of tapring the rhythms so the students 
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will not become confused with trying to identify the pitches 

in an exercise. Students sho;~lc1 be given a guideline to 

follow and a limi tecl choice ',.'hen \vorking with rhythmic dicta-

tion. 'T.'he following is one fc)r:1 that can be use1 by students 

to take rhythmic dictation. Students are given the meter 

signature and an outlin~ of the beats in the measure (beats 

are numbered). In this example, the teacher taps or cla~s 

the rhythm: I J ~ I J J I J ~ f J t, . Stucents then circle the beats 

upon which t~!e cl aps occur. 

f:~xample: 

A more advanced form of rhythmic dictation woul~ outline the 

beats in the me2sure, hut would re~uire students to write in 

the durations of the sounds above their respective beats. In 

the folloT7 ing example, the tecJcher taps or claps the rh"thm: 

J J J n J I J J. } J J. Students then 1,'lri te in the correct 

rhythmic symbols. (Student's markings are in red.) 

n r # h I 
4 

r 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 

Move from simple to complex meters 234 6 

r r r p' etc. Remember 

to estahlish the temro in which the rhythmic dictation exercise 

will be given in. The second form of rhvthmic dictation, shown 

above, will become necessary as eigl1th notes, dotted rhvthms, 

and more complex rhythms are introduced. 2cho clapping should 

be used extensively, esreciall Y id t"', beginners, to get students 



used to listening for rhythm v,-lriances, to remember rhythmic 

patterns, and to repent them accurately. 

,-- -- -_._-----------
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MUSIC 

The following is a list of music which is ap:rropriate for 

teaching basic sightsinging skills to high school students. 

The selec·tion of music should be based upon content, form, 

style, value and the principles of music instruction set forth 

in this paper. American folk songs, madrigals, and art songs 

are all marveloUs instructional materials for students from 

beginners to more advanced students. Unaccompanied songs 

should be sung as much as rossible. T11e selections listed 

here are divided into three c()tegories: beginning, inter

mediate, and advanced. This will help teachers decide the 

appropria"te music for a particular high school choir. l'"long 

with the ~usic, some of the skills from part two of this paper 

have been listed as suitable skills to work with for different 

levels of students. Teachers will also w~nt to look for 

opportunities to teach these skills in music which they are 

considering using with their choirs. The titles and composers 

and/or arrangers of the music are given. 

Beginning 

Skills: solfege syllables, Curwen hand signals, notes on 

the staff, key signatures, tonic triad, accidentals, ~eat-pulse, 

meter, rhythmic duration syllables, traditional rhythmic names 

and symbols, rests, accents, downbeat, meter signatll re, melodic 

and rhythmic dictation. 

Title 

All the Pretty Little Horses 

All Ye Who Music Love 

Composer/Arranger 

Wagner 

Donato/Greyson 
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Title Composer/Arranger 

Blowin' in the Wind Dylan 

Come Again, Sweet Love Dowland 

Cripple Creek Crocker 

Dixie Luboff 

Easy Folk Songs for Hale Voices Grotenhuis 

Go '~'Jay From My ~·1indow Artman 

Rum Ba Ya Neufeld 

Londonderry Air Frackenpohl 

o Lady Fair di Lasso 

Old Joe Clark Johnson 

o Mistress Hine r,hlliams 

o Stay Sweet Love Farmer/Fellowes 

Sweet Love Doth Now Invite Dowland/Greyson 

Take, 0 Take Those Lips Away Shearer 

(The) Times They are A-Changin' Dylan/Fortune 

To Shorten winter's Sadness Weelkes/Fellowes 

~,rassail Song Shaw-Parker 

(The) Water is Wide Zaninelli 

Weep, 0 Mine Eyes ~ennet/Greyson 

Intermediate 

Skills: note names, clefs, intervals, triads, scales, 

accidentals, traditional rhythmic names and symbols, meter 

signatures, subdivision, triplets, syncopation, ties, melodic 

and rhythmic dictation. 

Title Composer/Arranger 

All My Trials Luboff 



Title 

American Folk Song Suite 

American Trilogy 

Aura Lee 

Barbara Allen 

Begone, Dull Care 

Black is the Color of my True 
Lovels Hair 

(The) Blue Tail Concerto 

Blow, Blow, Thou Winter Wind 

Bring a Torch, Jeanette Isabella 

Cind'l 

Coffee GrC)ws on ~V'hi te Oak Trees 

Come to Me, Gentle Sleep 

Coventry Carol 

Dark vlater 

Dear Love, of Thee ~lone 

Down in t~e Valley 

Fire, Fire, My Heart 

Give Me Your Tired, Your roor 

Going to Build a Mountain 

Green Grow the Rushes-O 

Hail Beauteous Kight 

He, Watching Over Israel 

I~m a Y0nxee Doodle Dandy 

Innsbruck, I Now Must Leave Thee 

In These ~elightful Pleasant Groves 

Jesus, Jesus Rest Your Head 
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Composer/Arranger 

Zaninelli 

Logeski 

Hunter-Shaw-Parker 

l'Jillcocks 

1~hitworth 

Churchill 

Rutter 

Vance 

Horton 

Boyd 

Bright 

Smith 

James 

Hassler 

Head 

}~orley 

Berlin 

Bricusse/Leyden 

Kirk 

Schubert 

Mendolssohn/Bartholdy 

Cohan 

Issac/Howerton 

Purcell 

Preng 



Title 

Johnny, I Hardly Knew Ye 

Little White Hen 

Lo, Hov a Rose E'er Blooming 

Lost is My Quiet 

Love Learns Ry Laughing 

Michael, .:Row the Boat 

Merry Let Us Part an~ Merry 
Meet A.gain 

Motherless Child 

Poor Man Lazrus 

Serenade 

Sll. Gna rlr ~_ () a1l 

This L~nd is Your Land 

Wade in the Water 

When the Saints Go Marching In 

Winds Through the Olive Trees 

Advanced 

Composer/Arranger 

Farker 

Scandello 

Distler 

Berger 

Morley/Harris 

Gardner 

Hontaine 

Leonard 

Harriston 

Taneyev 

Sh;-j':'-Parker 

Gut"lrie/Lojeski 

Luboff 

Schumann 

Christiansen 

Skills: whole-step, half-ste r , modes, scale degrees, 

chords, triplets, melodic 2nd rhythmic dictation. 

Title Composer/Arranger 

Amor, per Tua h erce Nonteverdi 

And the Glory of the Lord Handel 

Chi'ami la Vita Mia ~'Lonteverdi 

Dese Eones Gwine to Rise Ag;::l.in Gearhart 

Echo Song di Lasso/~lidman 

Fare 'l'hee ~'lell Distler/Richter 
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Title 

Five Chorales 

Let 1\.11 T':lings IJow Living 

Fightinga.le 

Old Joe Has Gone Fishing 

Revecy Ve~ir Du rrintans 

Set Down Servant 

Shenandoah 

Shepherd's Chorus (Amah1 and the 
Kight Visitors) 

(The) Shepherd's Farewell to the 
Holy Family 

Sing and Re joice 

Sure on This Shintng Right 

Two Bach Chorales for Christmas 
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Composer/X\.rranger 

Bach 

Cowley/Davis 

Mendelssohn/Robinson 

nritten 

LeJeune 

Shaw 

Bartho1omelV 

f.1enotti 

Berlioz 

James 

Barber 

Bach/Da'dson 
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NOTES 

lChOkSY, Lois, The Kodaly Method (Englewood Cliffs, New 
Jersey: Frentice-Hall, Inc., 1974), p. 1. 

2 'Choksy, p. 7. 

3KodalY, 201 tan, "Children's Choirs," Selected TTri tings 
(London: Boosey and Hawkes, 19G4), p. 124. 

II 
'Kodaly, Zoltan, Kodaly Choral Method: 333 Elementary 

Exercises (London: Boosey and Hawkes, 1941), p. ii. From the 
introduction fly fercy Young. 

c· 
JSzonyi, Erzsebet, Kodaly's Frinciples in Practice (London: 

Boosey and 3awkes, 1973), p. 13. 

EiEosze, Laszlo, ~ol tan Kodaly: His Life C:lD l :lork (.Goston: 
Crescendo Publishing Co., 19G~), p. RO. 

7 Adam, Jeno, Growing in Husic ~H th Hoveable Do (Yew York: 
Pannonius Central. Service, Inc., 1971), p. 4. 

8'''d ham, pp. 11-12. 

9 Based upon an illustration found in Lois Choksy's book, 
The Kodaly Method. 

10szonyi, p. 14. 
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